• It is often said that what is happen ing in the United states now will occur in Europe and the rest of the world later. Is this true of the decline in support for physics, in your view, Prof. Weisskopf ?
• To some extent, it is true. However, I believe that there are significant differences. Events in Europe usually are delayed and damped when com pared with those in the States. We should expect some some decline in support for basic science in Europe, but it should not be as abrupt nor as virulent as that in the United States. Of course, one might say that, because the peaks were higher in the United States, a deeper drop can be afforded there. Also, it is worth pointing out that Europe has pulled itself up in the past decade in all branches of science and, therefore, policy makers in Europe have become aware more recently of the values of basic science, so that it is not likely to suffer as much as it has in the United States.
But I must point out one danger that I see for European science. In the United States, physicists have been involved greatly in the solution of practical problems -environ mental, industrial, and, I hate to say, military. European physicists, howver, have been less Involved in such activities and this has made them appear to be less concerned with cur rent societal problems. There seems to be a misplaced puritanism in Eu rope in not wanting closer connection with governments, on the grounds that not all of their activities are approved. Some blame also attaches to the governments, because they do not seek out the physicists who might help them. • Although the report was well received, there was some disappoint ment at the lack of strength of its impact. There was very little criticism from physicists. Science policy mak ers certainly read it carefully. Some commentators were critical because they said the report was "selfserving". Well, of course it was "selfserving". One could hardly expect anything else from a report of that nature -the criticisms would have carried more weight if they had dealt with whether the arguments in it for support of physics were good or bad. Physics in Perspective was not aimed at the public-at-large, but reviews that appeared were relatively positive.
• "Science has even pilloried as the criminal !" ence of basic science on government has been greatly reduced, but it does not amount to a complete demise, since budgets are still relatively large. For example, the United States has just completed construction of the largest high energy physics machine in the world. It is true that support for basic science is going down. The beneficial contributions of science are overlooked and the abuses, such as the war applications and the pol lution of the environment, are empha sized. The seamy sides of our technoligical civilisation are highlighted, but the good, productive aspects are forced into the shadows in this decade. Science has even been pilloried as the criminal ! This is all part of a process of oversimplification, and of the need for a scapegoat. Things are much more complicated than they appear; although the atomic bomb must be viewed as a devilish invention, it may have guaranteed the longest period of peace that Europe has ever known.
• future plans, in view of the vast com mitments made. However, if we wish to progress, it is important to keep on discussing future projects from all aspects -physics, economics, poli tics. This is traditional in the United States, and I hope that European physicists take up discussions of future facilities in all fields of physics with as much vigour as in the past. Although such discussions might give the impression that physicists were insatiable, not to engage in them would make it appear that there was no future.
Another trouble with devising ambi tious new projects is that other physicists might become jealous -and an anti-high-energy-physics feeling is already apparent. However, I believe that it is unjustified. If one part of physics is well supported, then, in the long run, other parts profit, as past history has shown. If one part of physics is slowed down, the money saved is hardly ever transferred to another part.
• Physicists in both the United States and Europe have become increasing ly concerned with their obligations to society. Is this trend likely to lead anywhere, or should physicists keep their political activities quite separate from their discipline ?
• This question is based on a misun derstanding. There is no difference betwen activities as a scientist and obligations to society. As long as science is seen as the quest for knowledge, then a physicist carries out obligations to society by engaging in this quest. However, these obli gations are various, and scientists must guard against over-speciali zation. Scientists should also con tribute to problems usually called more practical. A science like physics has many sides and is in many ways involved in the cultural and social life of mankind. As I wrote in my book Physics in the Twentieth Centnrv :
"... an anti -high -energy -physics feeling is already apparent." "... any national goal which is not also an international one is auto matically invalid."
''Science cannot develop unless it is pursued for the sake of pure know ledge and insight. It will not survive unless it is used intensely and wisely for the betterment of humanity."
• More and more physics is funded apparently because of its contribution to national goals. How do you resolve the inherent conflict that this brings about with the international nature of physics as a discipline ?
• There is no conflict, since any national goal which is not also an international one is automatically invalid. Nations should be viewed just as administrative sub-divisions of world society.
• Do you think that physics does enough to communicate with the public-at-large ?
• Physicists do not do enough, cer tainly. They see popular writing and similar activities as a secondary duty, definitely less important than re search. Perhaps I should quote again from Physics in the Twentieth Century:
"Much more could and should be done to bring the fundamental ideas nearer to the intelligent layman. Popularization of science should be one of the prime duties of a scientist.
A lucid and impressive presentation of some aspect of modern science is worth more than a piece of so-called original research of the type found in many Ph.D. theses, and it may require more maturity and inventiveness.
Furthermore, it is beneficial to the scientist to attempt seriously to explain his scientific work to a layman or even to a scientist in another field. Usually, if one cannot explain one's work to an outsider, one has not really under stood it. More concerted and systematic effort toward presentation and popula rization of science would be helpful in many respects ; it would provide a potent antidote to overspecialization ; it would bring out clearly what is signi ficant in current research ; and it would make science a more integral part of the culture of today."
More should be done to encourage young people to go in for science writing. Science writers should be invited to physics meetings ; their social standing in the scientific so ciety must be raised.
In addition, physicists should not underestimate the public. It is much more interested in basic science than many of us assume. Basic science corresponds to a deep craving many feel -to know about the origin of matter, the origin and the develop ment of the universe, about the laws that govern the natural world, and about the fundamental units of which matter is composed. Often these basic subjects are of more interest to the public than problems of practical significance.
• • The 45 years I have spent in phys ics have been extremely interesting and gratifying. It is my aim to keep on portraying the excitement of physics and bringing an awareness of its philosophical significance both to the physics community and to the outside. I hope to keep in touch with trends, general and particular, and to help furthering communication with the public-at-large and amongst physicists themselves. It is perhaps not unnecessary to state that I find physics today just as interesting as it was when I was a student in the 20s. I find excitement and challenge in the new discoveries being made now, no less than in the theoretical insights then.
"Basic science corresponds to a deep craving many feel..."
